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systems that support collaboration using mobile devices [8].
One of the major challenges is data consistency. For performance reasons, optimistic consistency control techniques
[17] are widely used: The shared data is replicated so that the
users are able to work on their local data replicas even when
disconnected and sync with each other when reconnected.

ABSTRACT

Operational transformation (OT) is a promising technique
for supporting collaboration using mobile devices because it
allows users to work on local data replicas even in a disconnected mode. However, as work goes mobile, a large number of operations may accumulate, defying the capacity of
current OT algorithms that are mostly designed for real-time
group editing. Since their assumption is that operations are
propagated frequently, they generally only address how to
integrate one remote operation at a time. As a consequence,
most algorithms take O(|H|2 ) to integrate one operation and
thus O(|H|3 ) to integrate a long sequence, where H is the
operation history. This paper proposes a novel algorithm
that provides optimized transformation of long sequences,
improving the time complexity to O(|H|). Our experiments
will show that it takes 59 minutes in a recent algorithm versus 1.5 seconds in this work to integrate two long sequences
on a mobile device. The performance improvement is critical towards achieving desired responsiveness and group productivity in a class of mobile collaborative applications.

Operational transformation (OT) [3, 22] is an optimistic consistency control technique that has been well-established in
CSCW applications. It allows a distributed group of users
to simultaneously edit shared documents, e.g., Web pages,
software source code, and even music scores [1]. The technique lies in the heart of many recent products, including
CoWord [24], ACE, Gobby, SubEthaEdit, and the newlyreleased Google Wave (which runs on mobile devices). 1
However, most existing OT algorithms are designed for supporting real-time group editing in which operations are frequently propagated and integrated. As a result, they focus
on how to transform one remote operation at a time. To the
best of our knowledge, most algorithms take O(|H|2 ) to integrate one remote operation and hence O(|H|3 ) to integrate
a long sequence, where H is the local operation history.
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An algorithm with time complexity O(|H|3 ) would be suboptimal on mobile devices. In mobile collaboration, a large
number of operations may accumulate during a disconnected
mode. Hence the algorithm must be able to efficiently integrate long sequences of editing operations. Individual and
group productivity would be very low if it had to take minutes or even hours every time a user presses a button to sync
with her collaborators after an episode of disconnected work.
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This paper presents a novel OT-based algorithm for supporting mobile collaboration. As a major contribution, the
algorithm provides optimized handling of long sequences
and improves the time complexity to O(|H|). Our experiments show that, for example, it takes 59 minutes in a recent algorithm versus 1.5 seconds in this work on a mobile device to integrate two sequences each of 3,000 operations. This efficiency improvement is achieved primarily
by maintaining operations in each of the involved sequences
in the order of the so-called operation effects relation [14].
As a result, the key steps in integrating any two sequences
can all be achieved in linear time. The algorithm is called
admissibility-based sequence transformation or ABST be-

1. INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices such as laptops, netbooks, PDAs, tablets and
cell phones are becoming pervasive in recent years. They
typically operate on batteries and wireless networks for mobility and their connections are usually intermittent. These
characteristics pose significant challenges on the design of
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To the best of our knowledge, except for [12, 19], no other
OT-based (e.g., [9, 21, 22, 25]) or non-OT (e.g., [5, 16])
algorithms proposed for collaborative editing systems have
addressed how to integrate and transform sequences.

cause it is based on the admissibility theory [14, 11] that
proposes alternative solutions to some well-known correctness problems in previous work.
The next section analyzes related works to establish the context of research. After that, we introduce the basic concepts
and notations. The next two sections will present the ABST
algorithm, which is followed by an example to illustrate how
the algorithm works. Then we discuss its complexities and
performance experiments. Finally, we summarize the contributions and limitations of this work and future directions.

Shen and Sun [19] keep operations in sequences in their execution order. When transforming two sequences, it takes
time quadratic in the size of the two sequences. They achieve
convergence by making use of a central notification server.
Nonetheless, we acknowledge that their proposal to compress the operation sequences is complementary to our work
and could be leveraged in our future research.

2. RELATED WORK

Li and Lu [12] is also able to merge in linear time two operation sequences (edit scripts that are obtained by diffing).
However, their focus is on transparent sharing of familiar
single-user editors. Hence, their algorithm is simplified such
that every time two sequences are transformed they must
be defined in the same state. This means that a user cannot make new edits until synchronized with all other users,
which is a strong assumption in mobile environments. The
presented ABST algorithm could be used in the system of
[12] for improved flexibility in synchronization.

Pessimistic protocols such as locking and floor control are
counterproductive for human users because they generally
have to wait for their turns [6]. Traditional optimistic techniques [17] may suffer from loss of work since only one
write can eventually “win” among concurrent writes that conflict, i.e., target the same object [4]. Therefore, they are usually used in applications in which concurrent updates rarely
conflict, e.g., distributed file systems [7]. Version control
systems such as SVN and GIT are asynchronous and work
at line granularity: two concurrent changes conflict if they
target the same line in a textual document.

Admissibility-Based Transformation (ABT) [14, 11] is our
latest theoretical framework under which OT algorithms can
be formally proved. Conceptually, admissibility requires that
every operation be executed such that its effect does not contradict the object order established by previous executions.
We acknowledge the existence of different understandings
of the correctness of OT algorithms, e.g., as in [23, 25]. By
our understanding [9, 15, 14, 11], however, ABT is the stateof-the-art because it is formally proved and fully presented;
we prefer to compare the performance of ABST with ABT,
by no means implying that the other works are incorrect.

OT is an optimistic technique motivated specifically for concurrent editing of a shared document [3]. Among the most
differentiating properties of OT, in general, two primitives,
insert and delete, are used in place of write and all updates
can be transformed to commute. This avoids losing interaction results and relying on the same total order of execution
to achieve convergence. This property also makes it possible
to use OT for supporting fine-grained updates and merging.
A plethora of OT algorithms have been proposed under the
framework of [23]. Most of them are designed for real-time
group editors which assume frequent propagation and integration of operations. Under this assumption, the operation
history (H) is usually kept short enough to warrant efficiency
[23]. Hence, even though operations are usually propagated
in batches [13], they only address how to integrate one remote operation at a time. In general, they keep operations
in the history H in their order of execution. Most of them
(e.g., [9, 21, 22]) adopt a similar control procedure: when
a remote operation o is integrated, they transpose the entire history such that those operations that happened before
o precede those that are concurrent with o; then o is transformed with those concurrent operations.

To achieve admissibility, ABT maintains history H as the
concatenation of an insertion subsequence (Hi ) and a deletion subsequence (Hd ) with operations in execution order in
either subsequence. As a result, when a remote operation is
integrated, it is transformed with insertions before deletions,
avoiding the insertion-tie problems [9, 21, 23]. Because only
subsequence Hi is transposed, it takes O(|Hi |2 + |Hd |) to
integrate a remote operation, which outperforms other OT
algorithms with time complexity O(|H|2 ) or higher. Nevertheless, the time complexity of ABT is still O(|H|3 ) when
integrating a long sequence with size comparable to |H|.
ABST follows the same theory as ABT and hence its correctness can be formally proved [18]. The key concept in
ABT, namely, the effects relation, is leveraged in this work
to order operations by the relative position of their effects.
The main differences between ABT and ABST are that (1)
ABST propagates and integrates operations in units of transactional sequences, and (2) ABST keeps the histories and
sequences ordered by the effects relation. As a result, by exploiting this ordering property, time complexities of all the
key steps in ABST can be achieved in linear time. All the
functions presented in this paper are new in ABST because
they are designed for efficient handling of sequences.

According to analyses in [10], the above transposition step
alone takes O(|H|2 ) time. Each time one operation in a remote sequence T is integrated, it is added to H, increasing
|H|+|T |−1 2
its size by one. The time to integrate T is O( k=|H|
k ),
which is O(|H|3 ) when |H| and |T | are comparable. Although it may not cause performance problems in real-time
group editors, the complexity would be too high on mobile devices because of their limited processing power and
intermittent connectivity. The sequences could grow fast
enough to render the algorithm too slow to achieve interactivity. Hence there is a room for improvements.
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(i.e., admissibility) and causality preserved, data replicas in
the system eventually converge in the right state.

Legends:
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By the admissibility theory [14, 11], any two executed operations can be unambiguously ordered by their effects relation ≺, i.e., the relative position of the objects they insert or
delete. For example, in the scenario of Figure 1, the operations can be ordered as o2 ≺ o1 because the object o2 deletes
(‘a’) appears left to the object o1 inserts (‘b’) in one of the
legal states that ever appear in the system. When tie situations arise, e.g., two concurrent insertions target the same
position, tie-breaking policies are used in the specific algorithm as long as they do not cause inconsistent ordering of
objects. The resulting effects relation is deterministic.

propagate op

o1’=ins(1,b)

o1’=ins(0,b)

cb

bc

bc

Figure 1. With operational transformation, concurrent operations are
transformed to commute at sync time without overwriting each other.

3. BACKGROUND: CONCEPTS AND NOTATIONS

In scenarios like the above, concurrent execution of operations easily leads to inconsistencies. Hence, when transforming two operations, we need to determine their temporal relationship, e.g., whether or not they are concurrent. As
a convention [3], we use vector timestamps for determining
the happens-before (→) and concurrent () relations. In the
above scenario, we have relation o1  o2 .

The basic idea of OT is illustrated as in Figure 1. Suppose
that a file containing string “ac” is replicated at two sites.
Site 1 performs operation o1 = ins(1, b) which inserts ‘b’ at
position 1 to change the content to “abc”. In parallel, site 2
performs o2 = del(0) to delete the object ‘a’ at position 0 to
change the content to “c”. These two operations are propagated to all sites. At sync time, site 1 needs to integrate
remote operation o2 with local operation o1 . By inspecting their positions, o1 inserts on the right side of where o2
deletes. Hence the position of o2 is not affected and can be
executed as-is in state “abc”, which results in content “bc”.

To simplify discussions, we model the shared data as a string
and consider two primitive operations, ins(p, c) and del(p),
which insert and delete one object at position p, respectively.
For any operation o, attribute o.v is the vector timestamp;
o.id is the id of the site that originally generates it; o.type is
either ins or del; o.pos is the target position; and o.c is the
effect object being inserted or deleted.

On the other hand, at site 2, if o1 were executed as-is in
current state “c”, the wrong content “cb” would be yielded.
This is because the execution of o2 on the left of where o1
inserts has invalidated the position of o1 . Hence o1 needs
to be transformed (i.e., by shifting its position) into o1 =
ins(0,b) such that it can be correctly executed in current state
of site 2. As a result, site 2’s content becomes “bc” and the
two replicas converge despite different orders of execution.

Theoretically, an update operation that modifies an attribute
of an object could be represented as a deletion of the original
object followed by an insertion of the object with the new attribute. Note that o.pos is an integer since the shared data is
modeled as a linear string. According to [2], we can denote
o.pos as a vector of integers for a tree structure, with little
impact on the algorithms. Further, according to [24], even
operations in sophisticated office and design software can be
mapped to a linear or tree-like data model. Hence our model
does not lose generality although simplified.

In many traditional approaches, the same total order of operations is enforced at all sites such that the replicas converge
in the same state. Different total orders usually lead to different results. In Figure 1, for instance, if the total order is
that o1 precedes o2 , site 2 must first undo o2 and then execute o1 and o2 in order; if the total order is o2 precedes o1 ,
on the other hand, site 1 must first undo o1 and then execute
o2 followed by o1 . Although the former total order produces
the right result “bc”, the latter yields the wrong result “cb”
that violates the intention of o1 to insert ‘b’ before ‘c’ [23].

In addition, note that o.pos is always relative to a state of
the document. Borrowing established notations from [22], if
two operations are defined in the same state, they are said to
be contextually equivalent (); if one is defined in the state
resulted from executing another operation, they are said to
be contextually serialized (→). In Figure 1, for instance, we
have o1  o2 , o1 → o2 , and o2 → o1 .

In general, traditional systems focus on convergence and do
not address which operation order is “right”. OT theories
require that the execution of operations preserve operation
intentions [23] or admissibility [14, 11] in addition to convergence. In particular, admissibility ensures that the execution of any operation does not violate the order of objects
established by previous executions. As a result, when all operations have been executed, objects are consistently ordered
at all sites and this final order is consistent with the original
object order established when the operations are generated.
In spirit, the idea of admissibility resembles that of intention
preservation, except that it is a formal condition that can be
proved. As long as the effects relation is always preserved

An operation sequence sq = [o1 , o2 , ..., on ] is such that all
operations in sq are contextually serialized. That is, o1 →
o2 ... → on . The number of operations in sq is denoted as
|sq|. Notation sq[i] refers to the operation in position i of
sq, where 0 ≤ i < |sq|. For example, sq[0] = o1 and
sq[1] = o2 . If two sequences sq1 and sq2 are contextual
serialized, denoted as sq1 → sq2 , we can concatenate them
into a new sequence sq = sq1 · sq2 . Generalizing notations
→ and ·, for an operation o and a sequence sq, if sq → o,
we can append o to sq obtaining a new sequence sq  = sq · o.
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4. SEQUENCE TRANSFORMATION ALGORITHM

Algorithm 1 Integrate(T, H): (T  , H  )

A history buffer H is maintained at each site which records
all operations that have been executed at that site, including local and remote operations. ABST propagates and integrates a sequence of operations at a time as if it is a “transaction”. In the sequences and the history, insertions and deletions are kept in separate subsequences to achieve correctness, and each subsequence is ordered by the effects relation to achieve efficiency. The time complexity is as low as
O(|H|) although the algorithm may look complicated.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

In this section, we first introduce the concept of “transactional sequence”; then we give the control algorithm for integrating a remote transactional sequence; after that, we elaborate the functions that are called in the integration algorithm.
In the next section, we will present how to obtain a local
transactional sequence before it is propagated.

csqi ← getConcurrentSQ(Ti , Hi )
Ti ← ITSQ(Ti , csqi )
Ti ← ITSQ(Ti , Hd )
Hi ← mergeSQ(Hi , Ti )
Hd ← ITSQ(Hd , Ti )
csqd ← getConcurrentSQ(Td , Hi )
Td ← ITSQ(Td , csqd )
Td ← ITSQ(Td , Hd )
Hd ← mergeSQ(Hd , Td )
return (Ti · Td , Hi · Hd )

Let H k be site k’s history. When a sequence T is generated
at site x, H x → T must hold. When T is integrated at site
y, it must be causally-ready at site y, i.e., all operations that
happen before T have been executed at site y and included
in H y . Before T = Ti · Td is propagated at site x, it must
have been transformed with H x such that Hix → T → Hdx .
That is, T does not include the effects of any deletions that
happen before T .

4.1. Transactional Sequence

From the user’s perspective, a sequence T can be considered as a “transaction”. We call it a transactional sequence,
which conceptually has two aspects: On one hand, the user
performs a batch of editing operations locally first and then
propagates them to remote sites when she feels “ready” for
sharing. During a local transaction, no remote operation is
integrated so as not to distract the user from her own work.
This way, a sequence T of operations is accumulated and
propagated in its entirety to remote sites. On the other hand,
at sync time, a number of sequences could have been received from remote sites. Those sequences are kept in a receiving queue, RQ. When the user feels “ready” for merging, each time a sequence T from RQ is integrated into H
after transformation. The transformed sequence T  is then
applied to the local data replica in its entirety.

Algorithm 1 shows how a remote sequence T is integrated
with local history H. In the output, T  is the result of transforming T with H; H  already includes all operations in T ;
and the same ordering properties are maintained in H  and
T  . After function Integrate returns, the resulting T  is ready
to be executed in the current state of the local data replica.
The essential idea of integrating a remote operation o, is to
incorporate the effects of operations that have been executed
locally (already in H) but not yet included in o. The execution of those operations has led to current state of the data but
may have invalidated the position of o relative to the current
state. The process of incorporating effects of one operation
into another is called inclusion transformation or IT [23].

A transactional sequence has the following properties: All
operations in a given transactional sequence T have the same
site id; their vector timestamps are equivalent in all corresponding elements except for the one representing that site.
Hence we can use T.id for the site id, and T.type for the type
if all operations in T are of the same type. It can be shown
that, for any operation o that is not in T , if o is concurrent
with any T [i], then o must be concurrent with any other T [j],
where 0 ≤ i, j < |T |. Similarly, for any operation o that
is not in T , if it happens before any T [i], it must also happen before any other T [j]. For convenience, we denote the
relations as o  T and o → T , respectively.

The same idea applies when integrating a remote sequence
T . When Algorithm 1 is called, T is causally ready, i.e., any
operation in H must either happen before T or be concurrent
with T . In addition, T has excluded the effects of all deletions that happen before T in its originating site. We know
that H is maintained as Hi · Hd , or an insertion sequence Hi
concatenated by a deletion sequence Hd . Hence T includes
effects of some of the operations in Hi (that happened before
T ) but none of the operations in Hd . By the spirit of OT, we
need to incorporate the effects of all insert operations in Hi
that are concurrent with T and all delete operations in Hd .

4.2. Integrate One Remote Sequence

We maintain the history H at each site as Hi · Hd , where
Hi is a sequence of all insertions and Hd is a sequence of
all deletions in H. Furthermore, operations in each of these
two subsequences are ordered by the effects relation ≺. Similarly, a transactional sequence T is maintained as Ti · Td ,
where Ti and Td are sequences of insertions and deletions
that are ordered by the effects relation, respectively. History
H is initially empty and grown incrementally as local and
remote transactions are integrated. Sequences H and T are
so ordered for correctness and efficiency reasons.

Accordingly, Algorithm 1 consists of two parts: lines 1-5 integrates Ti and lines 6-9 integrates Td . We explain these two
parts as follows: First, to integrate Ti , we need to extract all
operations in Hi that are concurrent with Ti , resulting in sequence csqi . This is achieved by function getConcurrentSQ.
Next, we call function ITSQ to incorporate the effects of
csqi into Ti , resulting in Ti . Then, we incorporate the effects of Hd into Ti , yielding Ti . After that, we call function
mergeSQ to merge Ti into Hi , yielding Hi . Now all insertions in T are integrated into H.
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Algorithm 3 ITSQii(sq1 , sq2 ) : sq1

Algorithm 2 getConcurrentSQ(T, isq) : csq
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

csq ← [ ]
for (j ← 0; j < |isq|; j + +) do
if (isq[j]  T ) then
csq = csq · isq[j]
end if
end for
return csq

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

Note, however, that the last step to merge Ti into Hi invalidates the definition state of Hd . This is because Hd is defined in the state obtained by executing Hi , i.e., Hi → Hd .
After the merging, property Hi → Hd no longer holds due
to the effects of Ti . Hence we need to transform Hd by calling function ITSQ to incorporate the effects of Ti , yielding
Hd . Now Hi → Hd holds.
Second, to integrate Td , we first extract all operations in Hi
that are concurrent with Td , resulting in csqd . Note that csqd
and csqi have exactly the same set of operations. However,
as a result of merging Ti in step 4, operations in csqd already
include the effects of Ti and hence the two sequences, Td and
csqd , are relative to the same definition state, that is, Td 
csqd . Now calling function ITSQ we first incorporate effects
of csqd into Td , yielding Td , and then incorporate effects of
Hd into Td , yielding Td . After that, we call mergeSQ to
merge Td into Hd , yielding Hd .

i ← 0; j ← 0; sq1 ← sq1
while (i < |sq2 |) and (j < |sq1 |) do
ipos ← sq2 [i].pos − i
jpos ← sq1 [j].pos − j
if ipos < jpos then
i←i+1
else if (ipos=jpos) and (sq2 [i].id < sq1 [j].id) then
i←i+1
else
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
j ←j+1
end if
end while
for (; j < |sq1 |; j++) do
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
end for
return sq1

However, this process can be greatly simplified if we consider that all operations in the input isq are insertions and
ordered by the effects relation. By this property, for any oi =
isq[i], we have the effects relation oi ≺ oi+1 , where 0 ≤ i <
i + 1 < |isq|. Swapping oi and oi+1 means that, in an alternative execution order, oi+1 is executed before oi . Swapping execution order of two operations should not change
the effects relation. For example, consider state “abc”. After executing sequence [ins(1,x), ins(3,y)], the state becomes
“axbyc”. Transposing these two operations results in sequence [ins(2,y), ins(1,x)], which applied on “abc” yields
the same state “axbyc”. More generally, let [oi+1 , oi ] be the
result of swapping [oi , oi+1 ]. The relation between their positions must be oi .pos = oi .pos and oi+1 .pos = oi+1 .pos − 1.
That is, the swapping changes oi+1 .pos but not oi .pos.

When Algorithm 1 returns, we have fulfilled the first goal
of transforming T with H such that T  = Ti · Td can be
executed in current state, and the second goal of merging
T such that H is updated to H  = Hi · Hd . In the rest
of this section, we will explain the three functions, namely,
getConcurrentSQ, ITSQ, and mergeSQ.

This property leads to the following simplification of algorithm: each time an operation isq[j] → T is swapped with
the partial result csq, the swapping does not affect the positions of operations in csq. Also note that we do not really
need those operations in isq that happen before T . Therefore, we just need to directly pick up those in isq that are
concurrent with T . This is exactly how Algorithm 2 is designed. Obviously its time complexity is O(|isq|).

4.3. Extract Concurrent Subsequence

Algorithm 2 extracts all operations that are concurrent with
sequence T from sequence isq. Input T is a transactional
sequence and input isq is an insertion sequence that is ordered by the effects relation. The output csq is a sequence in
which all operations are concurrent with T and ordered by
the effects relation.
Any operation in the input sequence isq either happens before T or is concurrent with T . As an example, let isq be
[h1 , c1 , h2 , c2 , h3 ], where h1 , h2 , h3 happen before T and
c1 , c2 are concurrent with T . Conceptually, we have to transpose these operations such that the result isq  = [h1 , h2 , h3 ,
c1 , c2 ]. That is, [h1 , h2 , h3 ] → [c1 , c2 ], meaning that all
those that happen before T are contextually serialized before all those that are concurrent with T . To achieve so, we
need to “swap” every hi with every cj on its left. As has been
well understood [21, 22], a transposition function could be
devised as follows: let csq hold the partial results; scan isq
from left to right, for every isq[j], if isq[j]  T , append it
to csq; or if isq[j] → T , swap it with every operation in csq
right to left. The time complexity is O(|isq|2 ).

4.4. Transform Two Sequences

Function ITSQ(sq1 , sq2 ) inclusively transforms sequence sq1
with sq2 , i.e., to incorporate the effects of sq2 into sq1 . The
precondition is sq1  sq2 , meaning that the two input sequences are defined in the same state. The postcondition is
sq2 → sq1 , meaning that the output sequence sq1 is as if it
were to be executed after sq2 .
By operation types of the two input sequences, we can define
four ITSQ functions. Here we only define function ITSQii
for transforming two insertion sequences, as in Algorithm 3.
The other three functions, ITSQid, ITSQdi, and ITSQdd, can
be defined similarly. In principle, we need to transform every
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then the execution of sq in s also yields s . Here we only
specify function mergeISQ as in Algorithm 4, which merges
two insertion sequences. The mergeDSQ function for merging two deletion sequences can be specified similarly.

Algorithm 4 mergeISQ(sq1 , sq2 ): sq
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

sq ← [ ]; i ← 0; j ← 0
while (i < |sq2 |) and (j < |sq1 |) do
if (sq2 [i].pos − i ≤ sq1 [j].pos) then
sq ← sq · sq2 [i]
i←i+1
else
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
sq ← sq · sq1 [j]
j ←j+1
end if
end while
for (; i < |sq2 |; i++) do
sq ← sq · sq2 [i]
end for
for (; j < |sq1 |; j++) do
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
sq ← sq · sq1 [j]
end for
return sq

The structure of Algorithm 4 is similar to that of the classic
2-way merge algorithm, since the two input sequences are
ordered. However, some transformation is required so as to
make comparisons between any two given operations sq1 [j]
and sq2 [i]. This is achieved as follows: First, we swap sq1 [j]
to the end of sq1 . In this process, sq1 [j].pos remains as-is.
Second, we swap sq2 [i] to the front of sq2 . In this process,
sq2 [i].pos is shifted to account for the i operations on its
left, resulting in sq2 [i] .pos = sq2 [i].pos - i. The reasons are
similar to those for getConcurrentSQ and ITSQ.
After the above transformation, sq1 [j] → sq2 [i] , the two insertions are defined in two adjacent states, respectively, and
we can compare their positions. Because they are insertions
that are executed in tandem, if sq2 [i] .pos ≤ sq1 [j].pos, the
effect object of sq2 [i] should precede that of sq1 [j]. Hence,
in the resulting sequence, sq2 [i] should precede sq1 [j]. On
the other hand, if sq2 [i] .pos > sq1 [j].pos, the effect object of
sq2 [i] should go after that of sq1 [j] and hence sq2 [i] should
be ordered after sq1 [j] in the resulting sequence. However,
to account for the i operations in sq2 that have been placed
on its left, we need to adjust sq1 [j].pos by i, as in line 7.

sq1 [j] with every sq2 [i]. However, some of the transformations can be saved due to their special ordering.
For any two given operations sq1 [j] and sq2 [i], we can directly transform sq1 [j] with sq2 [i] only when they are defined in the same state and their positions can be compared.
Consider that these two sequences are defined in the same
state and that operations in these two sequence are contextually serialized. To bring sq1 [j] and sq2 [i] to the same state,
we only need to swap sq1 [j] to the front of sq1 and also swap
sq2 [i] to the front of sq2 . By how the operations are ordered
in sq1 , we know that all operations ordered on the left of
sq1 [j] have effect objects that precede the effect object of
sq1 [j]. So the swapping results in operation sq1 [j] such that
sq1 [j] .pos = sq1 [j].pos - j to account for the j objects on its
left. For the same reason swapping sq2 [i] results in operation
sq2 [i] such that sq2 [i] .pos = sq2 [i].pos − i.

5. OBTAINING TRANSACTIONAL SEQUENCES

Remote transactions are not integrated until the current local
transaction is submitted. In this section, we present the endTransaction algorithm for submitting a local transaction and
the swapSQ algorithm for swapping two sequences. Some
work could be done at the UI level (e.g., as in [12]) to help
the user make informed decisions as to when to submit the
local transaction and integrate remote transactions.
We record local operations in buffer T that is maintained as
Ti · Td . Every time a new local operation o is performed,
property (Ti · Td ) → o must hold; If o.type = del, we swap
o with operations in Td right to left until it can be added in
the right position in Td ; if o.type = ins, we first swap o with
Td and then with Ti right to left until it can be added in the
right position of Ti . When a transaction is ended, function
endTransaction(T, H) is invoked to integrate T into the local
history H and meanwhile transform T with H. After that,
the resulting sequence T  is propagated to remote sites.

Let ipos = sq2 [i] .pos and jpos = sq1 [j] .pos. With every
sq1 [j], as in lines 5-8, we fix cursor j on sq1 and move cursor
i on sq2 until we have identified all operations in sq2 whose
effect objects precede that of sq1 [j]. Then, as in line 10, we
shift sq1 [j].pos to account for those i operations. There are
two cases in which sq2 [i] ≺ sq1 [j]: (1) ipos < jpos, since
now they are defined in the same state and can be compared;
and (2) ipos = jpos and sq2 [i].id < sq1 [j].id, meaning there
is a tie and we break the tie by comparing their site ids. It is
worth noting that the tie cannot always be broken this way.
The correctness conditions are discussed in [14, 11].

5.1. Submit a Local Transaction

Algorithm 5 endTransaction(T, H): (T  , H  )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

4.5. Merge Two Sequences

Function mergeSQ(sq1 , sq2 ) merges sequences sq1 and sq2
into a new sequence sq. The two input sequences are ordered
by the effects relation and sq1 → sq2 . The output sequence
sq is effect-equivalent with sq1 ·sq2 . That is, if sq1 is defined
in state s and the state becomes s after execution of sq1 ·sq2 ,

(Ti , Hd ) ← swapSQdi(Hd , Ti )
(Td , Hd ) ← swapSQdd(Hd , Td )
Hi ← mergeISQ(Hi , Ti )
Hd ← mergeDSQ(Hd , Td )
return (Ti · Td , Hi · Hd )

Function endTransaction is specified in Algorithm 5. The
two input sequences are T = Ti · Td and H = Hi · Hd , each
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fect object precedes those of the operations on its right, its
position remains as-is, i.e., sq2 [i] .pos = sq2 [i].pos. Second,
swap sq1 [j] to the front of sq1 . Because its effect object follows those of the operations on its left, its position must be
shifted by j to account for those j operations, i.e., sq1 [j] .pos
= sq1 [j].pos - j. As a result, sq2 [i] → sq1 [j] and their positions can be compared.

Algorithm 6 swapSQdi(sq2 , sq1 ) : (sq1 , sq2 )
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:

i ← 0; j ← 0; sq1 ← sq1 ; sq2 ← sq2
while (i < |sq2 |) and (j < |sq1 |) do
if (sq2 [i].pos < sq1 [j].pos − j) then
sq2 [i].pos ← sq2 [i].pos + j
i←i+1
else
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
j ←j+1
end if
end while
for (; j < |sq1 |; j++) do
sq1 [j].pos ← sq1 [j].pos + i
end for
for (; i < |sq2 |; i++) do
sq2 [i].pos ← sq2 [i].pos + j
end for
return (sq1 , sq2 )

Now we swap these two operations. Let oi = sq2 [i] and oj =
sq1 [j] . The conditions are oi .type = del, oj .type = ins, and
oi → oj . We need to consider three cases:
1. If oi .pos < oj .pos, it means that after oi .c is deleted, oj .c
is inserted on the right side of position oi .pos. That is,
oi ≺ oj . Hence, if oj is executed earlier, the position of oj
should be shifted because oi .c is not deleted yet, whereas
oi .pos should remain as-is because the earlier execution
of oj on the right does not change the position of oi .c.
2. If oi .pos > oj .pos, it means oj ≺ oi . Hence, if oj is executed earlier, oj .pos should remain because the deferred
execution of oi has no impact, whereas oi .pos should be
shifted because oj .c has been inserted on the left of oi .c.

of the four subsequences being ordered by the effects relation. Since no new remote transaction has been integrated
before this function is called, the history H does not include
operations concurrent with T . The precondition is H → T .
When the function returns, T is merged into H  , T  = Ti ·Td
and H  = Hi · Hd . The postconditions are that H  is effectequivalent with (H · T ) and that the effects of Hd are excluded from T  . Note that the latter satisfies the precondition
of Algorithm 1. The resulting T  is ready for propagation.

3. If oi .pos = oj .pos, it means that, after oi .c is deleted, oj .c
is inserted at the same position. Since oi → oj , according
to proofs in [14], we can safely mandate a tie-breaking
policy such that the inserted object precedes the deleted
object, that is, oj ≺ oi . As a result, if we swap the execution order and oj is executed earlier, oj .pos should remain
as-is whereas oi .pos is shifted.
Therefore, in Algorithm 6, the condition in line 3 corresponds to case (1), oi ≺ oj , by which oj .pos should be
shifted; the condition in line 6 corresponds to cases (2) and
(3), oj ≺ oi , by which oi .pos should be shifted.

In Algorithm 5, we first swap Hd and Ti to obtain Ti and
Hd . Since Hi → Hd → Ti → Td , we have Hi → Ti →
Hd → Td . Then we swap Hd with Td to obtain Td and Hd ,
by which we have Hi → Ti → Td → Hd . Now we have
achieved the first goal to obtain T  = Ti · Td in which the
effects of all deletions that happen before T are excluded.
Next, we merge Ti into Hi , yielding Hi , and merge Td into
Hd , yielding Hd . As discussed in Section , the preconditions
of these two merging steps are Hi → Ti and Hd → Td ,
respectively, which are satisfied. As a result, we fulfill the
second goal to merge T into H.

We explain the loop in lines 2-10 as follows: On one hand, in
lines 6-8, for a given oi in sq2 , scan sq1 left to right until all
operations that precede oi in the effects relation are found;
for each oj : oj ≺ oi , we do not need to shift oj .pos with
regard to oi , however, we need to account for the i operations in sq2 that have already been in place in sq2 and whose
effects precede oj ; hence we still need to shift oj .pos by i
positions (as in line 7). On the other hand, similarly in lines
3-5, for a given oj in sq1 , scan sq2 left to right until all operations that precede oj in the effects relation are found and,
for each oi such that oi ≺ oj , shift oi .pos by j to account for
those j operations that have already been in place (line 4).

5.2. Swap Two Sequences

Now we specify the two swap functions called in Algorithm 5.
Here we only give function swapSQdi for swapping a deletion sequence and an insertion sequence. Function swapSQdd for swapping two deletion sequences can be defined
similarly. As in Algorithm 6, function swapSQdi(sq2 , sq1 )
swaps the execution order of the two input sequences. The
precondition is sq2 → sq1 , where operations in each sequence are of the same type and ordered by the effects relation. The postcondition is sq1 → sq2 .

6. AN EXAMPLE

Consider a scenario in which two users, Alice and Bob, are
coauthoring a document. Suppose that the initial state is a
string “abcd”. As shown in Figure 2, Alice submitted one
transaction T1 and Bob submitted two transactions T2 and
T3 . We study how the sequences are processed.

Conceptually, we would have to swap every sq1 [j] with the
entire sq2 right to left. However, this can be simplified because the two sequences are ordered by the effects relation.
For any given sq1 [j] and sq2 [i], we do the following two
steps: First, swap sq2 [i] to the end of sq2 . Because its ef-

6.1. Processing Local Transactional Sequences

Site A: Alice changes the document from “abcd” to “pabq”
by performing a sequence of operations: [ins(0, p), del(4),
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Alice
abcd
T1
pabq

T2’
pxq
T3’
pyzq



HiB = [ins(0, p), ins(1, y), ins(3, x), ins(4, z), ins(6, q)]

HdB = [del(2), del(2), del(3), del(4), del(4)]
Executing T1 changes Bob’s document to “pyzq”, which is
identical with the final state of Alice.

Bob
abcd
T2
xd
T3
yzd

Legends:
state of data
submit local seq
sync remote seq

7. COMPLEXITIES AND PERFORMANCE

propagate seq

T1’
pyzq

The space complexity of the presented ABST algorithm is
trivially O(|H| + |T |). From the algorithm specs and explanations, it is easy to see that all the functions, getConcurrentSQ, ITSQ, mergeSQ, and swapSQ each only need to
scan their input sequences exactly once. Hence they all have
time complexity linear in the size of input. Consequently,
the time complexity of integrating either a local transaction
or a remote transaction is O(|H|+|T |). Note that there is no
extra step for sorting the sequences because they are always
maintained in the effects relation order.

Figure 2. Alice submitted sequence T1 and Bob submitted two sequences T2 and T3 .

del(3), ins(3, q)]. Meanwhile, they are reordered into a transactional sequence T1 = [ins(0, p), ins(3, q), del(4), del(4)].
When T1 is submitted, the local history is empty. Hence, H A
= T1 and T1 is propagated as-is.

As surveyed earlier, most existing OT algorithms are designed to integrate remote operations one by one. In general,
they need to transpose the entire history H, which implies
O(|H|2 ) to integrate one remote operation and O(|H|3 ) to
integrate a long remote sequence T . Although the time complexity of ABT is in the same order of magnitude, it is faster
by some factor because it only needs to transpose Hi which
is a subsequence of H. Therefore, using ABT as the baseline in our experiments does not lose generality with regard
to other algorithms, e.g., [9, 15, 16, 21, 22].

Site B: Bob first changes “abcd” into “xd” by performing
[del(1), del(1), ins(1, x), del(0)]. It is reordered into a transactional sequence T2 = [ins(1, x), del(0), del(1), del(1)].
When T2 is submitted, the local history is empty. Hence, we
get H B = T2 and propagate T2 as-is.
Later, Bob changes “xd” into “yzd” by performing operations [ins(1, z), del(0), ins(0, y)]. They are reordered into a
transactional sequence T3 = [ins(0, y), ins(2, z), del(1)].

To obtain a more concrete sense of what the performance
implications are in real applications, we implemented ABT
and ABST and conducted experiments on a Nokia N810 Internet tablet. The tablet has a 400 MHz ARM v61 CPU
(TI OMAP 2420) and 128 MB DDR RAM running Maemo
Linux with kernel 2.6.21-omap1. The algorithms are programmed in C# and compiled using Maemo Mono C#. Additionally, the tablet has a built-in slideout keyboard and can
be connected to a bluetooth keyboard and an external display, which makes a reasonable mobile computer.

Then Algorithm 5 is called to integrate T3 into local history
H B and produce a transformed transactional sequence that
is to be propagated to site A. The effects of deletions in the
local history are excluded from T3 and T3 is merged into the
history. The resulting T3 and H B = HiB ·HdB are as follows:
T3 = [ins(0, y), ins(3, z), del(2)]
HiB = [ins(0, y), ins(2, x), ins(3, z)]
HdB = [del(1), del(1), del(2), del(2)]
6.2. Processing Remote Transactional Sequences

The experiments are designed to study how long it takes
to execute Integrate(T, H). In the experiments, we generate two sequences, H and T , such that H  T , and call
Integrate(T, H) in ABT and ABST, respectively. For every
generated T and H, Integrate(T, H) is executed five times
and the average time is recorded. For the purposes of this
paper, it would suffice to use simulated workloads.

Site A: Algorithm 1 is called to integrate T2 , which transforms it into an executable form T2 and merges it with H A



yielding H A = HiA · HdA , as follows.

T2 = [ins(2, x), del(1), del(2)]

HiA = [ins(0, p), ins(2, x), ins(4, q)]

HdA = [del(1), del(2), del(3), del(3)]
After executing T2 on Alice’s document, it becomes “pxq”.

Later, when T3 is integrated, the results T3 and H A =


HiA · HdA are as follows:
T3 = [ins(1, y), ins(3, z), del(2)]

HiA = [ins(0, p), ins(1, y), ins(3, x), ins(4, z), ins(6, q)]

HdA = [del(2), del(2), del(3), del(4), del(4)]
Executing T3 on Alice’s document yields “pyzq”.

The positions of operations in each sequence are uniformly
distributed over the same initial document. In ABT and
ABST, operation positions have little impact on the integration time since they do not incur extra costs in breaking
insertion ties as in some of the early algorithms [10]. The
sizes of the two sequences are varied from 0 to 3,000 with
step 300. The percentage of insertions in each sequence is
80% and accordingly the deletion ratio is 20%. The ratio
is reasonable for typical editing tasks in which the content
increases faster than it decreases. As the insertion ratio decreases, the execution time becomes shorter by some small
factor in ABT but it remains almost the same in ABST.

Site B: When T1 is integrated, the results T1 and history



H B = HiB · HdB are as follows:
T1 = [ins(0, p), ins(3, q), del(4)]
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Figure 3. Execution time of integrating two sequences on an Nokia N810 tablet using (left) ABT and (right) ABST.

Integrating local and remote transactions is a rare event, which
occurs only when a user is “ready” to sync. Regardless
of how sync is initiated, explicitly or implicitly, the user is
prepared to expect some delays in a mobile environment.
Hence, even though it may take 1-2 seconds when the sequences are long, it will unlikely cause problems [20].

The experimental results are shown in Figure 3. The data
clearly shows that ABST is faster than ABT by several orders of magnitude. For example, when |T |=3,000, |H|=3,000,
and the insertion ratio is 80%, it takes 3,563,556 ms or over
59 minutes in ABT versus 1,452 ms or less than 1.5 seconds
in ABST to integrate T with H. The number of 3,000 is not
excessive for asynchronous work. For example, if a user performs 20 operations per minute on average, it will take her
about 2.5 hours to generate 3,000 operations. Despite specific numbers, our data clearly indicates that ABST is much
faster and more suitable for mobile collaboration.

8. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents ABST, a novel transformation-based consistency control algorithm for integrating sequences of updates to a shared document. Theoretically, it improves time
complexity of the state-of-the-art from O(|H|3 ) to O(|H|),
where H is the operation history. Practically, it can take
minutes to hours in previous work versus milliseconds to
seconds in this work to integrate a long sequence on mobile devices. As shown in this paper, providing optimized
sequence transformation is key to applying OT for mobile
collaboration. The improvement is critical because mobile
devices are resource-constrained and a user can easily accumulate a large number of operations in a disconnected mode.
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Figure 4. Execution time of endTransaction(T, H) on the N810 tablet.

Further, we measured the time to add a new local operation o
to the transaction buffer T and the time to integrate a submitted T with the local history H. Our data shows that the time
to add o is negligible: It takes less than 4 milliseconds even
when T has as many as 5,000 operations, which means that
local responsiveness is not an issue when a user performs
local operations. The measured execution times of function
endTransaction(T, H) under different values of |T | and |H|
are plotted as in Figure 4. Not surprisingly, the time to integrate a local transaction is shorter than the time to integrate
a remote transaction by some constant factor.

For space reasons, we will report the following progress in
separate publications. First, ABST is also efficient for realtime collaboration. Intuitively, an algorithm optimized for
long sequences works for shorter sequences as well. Secondly, we have built several applications, for distributed version management and group editing, based on ABST with
extended support for string operations. Thirdly, correctness
proofs [18] and details such as history garbage collection are
also left out. Due to the linear time/space complexities in our
work, garbage collection is no longer as pressing an issue as
in previous work with higher complexities.
Although this work enables a class of mobile applications
that are not well-addressed in previous work, it is more of an
enabling technology than a complete CSCW solution. Complementary directions include leveraging familiar single-user
interfaces (e.g., [12, 24]), helping users make sense of the
merged content, and providing selective undo and conflict
resolution mechanisms (e.g., [25]). We will extend this work
to address related UI and usability issues.
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